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XVA Gallery is pleased to announce Richard Ketley’s first solo exhibition at XVA Gallery S
 wahili.
‘A language, a culture, a coral blue coastline, a style, a palette – a world that joins up my world - Arab and African. That stretches from the Gulf
of Hormuz to Northern Mozambique. A world in which I live and over which I fly – a little too regularly.
The exhibition in paint and pattern is a response to this world, which combines large works on canvas and smaller works on drafting film and
photomontage.’
Richard Ketley, 2018
Artist Statement
Painting and drawing is an integral part of my life, and has been since a very early age. At the moment I am interested in formal elements of
painting and drawing inspired by the world around me and the many countries I visit, and in finding meaning where others do not - in the fall
of light on a sandy building in Riyadh, the chaos of the shacks of Kampala, the crowded taxi parks of Johannesburg. My art is a search for
perfection that is not often found in life. I am fortunate enough to travel widely in the Middle East and Africa, but I have not found my Tahiti a landscape populated with many Venuses and primary colours, instead I find landscape covered in sandy construction sites, tin roofed shacks,
humanity sweating as trucks our loaded with voluminous bundles. But within these spaces there is balance and form and structure - all
elements that are abstracted in my paintings.
About the XVA Gallery
Established in 2003, XVA is one of the leading galleries in the Middle East that specializes in contemporary art from the Arab world, Iran and
the Subcontinent. Exhibitions focus on works by the regions foremost artists as well as those emerging onto the scene. The gallery’s artists
express their different cultural identities and perspectives while challenging the viewer to drop prejudices and borders. XVA Gallery exhibits
both locally and internationally; collaborating with galleries and participating in international art fairs, such as Art Basel Hong Kong, SH
Contemporary, Singapore Art Fair and Abu Dhabi Art in 2014, in order to further expose Middle Eastern contemporary art.
XVA Gallery and XVA Art Hotel are located in Dubai’s heritage district, now called Al Fahidi Historical Neighborhood. XVA founded and
organized the Bastakiya Art Fair from 2007- 2010 as part of its commitment to raising the profile of contemporary art practice in Dubai. For
three years XVA was located in DIFC, and has now expanded its premises in Al Fahidi.
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